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When designing games, artists exert large efforts to create visually compelling scenes. Work such as WordsEye [Coyne and Sproat 2001] can assist artists by parsing natural language texts into static scenes. Complementary to this endeavor is the population of that environment by simulation authors. Adding agents to an environment with plausible behaviors is a time consuming process, as most require individual scripts to control their behavior. This generally degrades variability, as scripts are re-used. In order to assist in creating commands and scenes for virtual actors, we propose a method that can create scripts for agents to plausibly act within a virtual environment. This work is inspired by [Ma 2006], which provides an action to a virtual agent from a single sentence. However, our method works for several agents over longer periods of time.

Natural Language commands to virtual agents are inherently ambiguous and require several modifications in order to properly command virtual agents [Fürger et al. 2013]. We constrain the problem domain to remove ambiguities, namely, by not allowing pronouns and requiring all text to be in the present tense. The first allows our system to easily parse out actors and objects in the scene, and keeps users from writing ambiguous sentences by mistake, hopefully making it easier for a novice user to debug scripts. The second constraint comes naturally from the problem domain, where virtual agents are performing actions to display to a user. We also define three types of actions that an agent can perform: postural, event, and gestural actions. Postural actions control the end state of an agent, event actions update the state of the world, and gestural actions are atomic actions with no effect on the world state.

One challenge of using natural language to generate agent scripts is determining when an agent should start performing their action. [Porteous et al. 2010] used decomposition planning to determine approximately when and where an actor should be. However, by using a representation such as PAR [Bindiganavale et al. 2000] we can create a loose ordering, where agents know to perform actions based on the previous agents’ actions. When describing a scene, it is common to use temporal phrasing such as Then this happened. We use this information for turn taking. In the absence of temporal phrasing, we assume multiple agents perform an action concurrently with the last action encountered in the script.

Actions within a story can also be in progress when the scene begins. For example, Anna is holding the cup implies that the character Anna is performing a holding animation when the user enters into the story. Other actions more obviously occur during a scene, such as George runs to the bathroom. To distinguish these two for rendering purposes, we examine the tense of the verb. In the two aforementioned sentences, the first is a continuous tense and the second is simple present. Continuous actions are realized in the same manner as active verbs, but simply start their realization before the user is introduced to the scene. If the pre-processing time for the action is known, or it is a pose or event action, then a relative time frame can be established. For gestural actions, without that information, a loop action should be constructed, so that a user may be introduced to the scene at any time and still examine the action.

It is interesting to note from this work that objects that are part of an action frame are not treated any differently than objects that are used to describe a scene. When designing rich scenes with several actions being performed, the placement of objects used by agents is critical. Using our generated agent scripts, it should be possible to control the placement of the objects being interacted with. Future work will determine the ability and usefulness of such a constraint. Another interesting note, also mentioned in [Coyne et al. 2010], is that users may input broad categorizations of spaces and expect the system to furnish those appropriately. While rules can be easily written for some rooms such as a kitchen or bedroom, other rooms may be contextual based on the object models available. Automatically populating these rooms with objects that do not matter to the story provide visual meaning and help set the scene. In the future we plan to create a corpus of room layout data in order to statistically populate scenes with a set of default objects. These objects may be used directly in the story, and will provide a more meaningful and believable environment.
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